Systematic inaccuracy is inherent in any computational estimate of a nonlinear average, due to the availability of only a finite number of data values, N. Free energy differences F between two states or systems are critically important examples of such averages. Previous work has demonstrated, empirically, that the ''finite-sampling error'' can be very large -many times k B T -in F estimates for simple molecular systems. Here we present a theoretical description of the inaccuracy, including the exact solution of a sample problem, the precise asymptotic behavior in terms of 1=N for large N, the identification of a universal law, and numerical illustrations. The theory relies on corrections to the central and other limit theorems.
Systematic inaccuracy is inherent in any computational estimate of a nonlinear average, due to the availability of only a finite number of data values, N. Free energy differences F between two states or systems are critically important examples of such averages. Previous work has demonstrated, empirically, that the ''finite-sampling error'' can be very large -many times k B T -in F estimates for simple molecular systems. Here we present a theoretical description of the inaccuracy, including the exact solution of a sample problem, the precise asymptotic behavior in terms of 1=N for large N, the identification of a universal law, and numerical illustrations. The theory relies on corrections to the central and other limit theorems. Recent interest in free energy difference (F) calculations [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] stems from their tremendous range of applications to physical, chemical, and biological systems. Examples include computations relating to crystalline lattices [3, 4] , the behavior of magnetic models [4, 10] , and biomolecular binding events-of ligands to both DNA and proteins (e.g., [1, 11] ). Computations of F, moreover, are formally equivalent to calculating the temperature dependence FT [4] . Most recently, it has been pointed out that F calculations are required to convert experimental data from nonequilibrium single-molecule pulling measurements to free energy vs extension profiles [5, 8] ; see also [7] .
For more than ten years, however, it has been appreciated that computational estimates of F are inherently subject to ''finite-sampling error'' [12] , that is, to bias whenever the computation is of finite length. Because these inaccuracies can be many times k B T [9] , especially in the important context of large biomolecular calculations, there is a strong motivation to understand and overcome these errors. Although finite-sampling errors accompanying susceptibility computations have been understood on the basis of elementary statistical principles [13] , the errors in nonlinear averages like F have remained without an explicit theoretical basis. This Letter bridges that gap.
Since the work of Kirkwood [14] , it has been appreciated that the free energy difference, F F 0!1 , of switching from a Hamiltonian H 0 to H 1 is given by a nonlinear average,
where k B T is the thermal unit of energy at temperature T and W 0!1 is the work required to switch the system from H 0 to H 1 . The angle brackets indicate an average over switches starting from configurations drawn from the equilibrium distribution governed by H 0 . In instantaneous switching the work is defined by W 0!1 H 1 x ÿ H 0 x for a start (and end) configuration x; however, Jarzynski noted that gradual switches requiring a ''trajectory''-based work definition may also be used [2] . Whenever a convex, nonlinear average such as (1) is estimated computationally, that result will always be systematically biased [15] because one has only a finite amount of data, say, N work values. The bias results from incomplete sampling of the smallest (or most negative) W 0!1 values: these values dominate the average (1) and cannot be sampled perfectly for finite N, regardless of the W 0!1 distribution. Thus, a running estimate of F will typically decline as data are gathered. Such considerations led Wood et al. [12] to consider the block-averaged n-data-point estimate of the free energy based on N mn total work values fW k g, namely,
In the limit, F n is well defined; it represents the expected value of
(see Fig. 1 More recently, Zuckerman and Woolf [9] studied F n . They suggested a means by which a range of F n values for n < N could be used to extrapolate to the true, infinite-data answer, F. The authors also observed that the free energy appears to be bound according to
which substantially extends [16] the previous bound, F hWi F 1 [10] . With a lower bound from the VOLUME 89, NUMBER 18
The American Physical Society 180602-1 reverse process (1 ! 0), one can obtain practical brackets on F (e.g., [17] ). Finally, Zuckerman and Woolf noted that the leading behavior of F n appeared to be not always linear in 1=n but, rather, seemed to behave as 1=n 1 for 1 1. This Letter presents the theory-apparently for the first time -describing the finite-sampling inaccuracy for F estimates, and extends previous empirical work [9, 12] . The inaccuracy occurs regardless of the quality of the conformational sampling (which is assumed to be perfect in the present discussion). Our report includes (i) the formal analytic expression for the expected value of the error from N work values, F N ÿ F; (ii) an exact solution, for all N, of this expected value when the Boltzmann factor of the work value z e ÿW=k B T follows a gamma distribution; (iii) exact asymptotic expressions for F n and the variance of F n as n ! 1 for arbitrary W distributions, including nonanalytic behavior in the case when the variance and higher moments of z diverge; and (iv) discussion and numerical illustrations based on Gaussian distributions of W, plus corrections expected from skewed Gaussian distributions. The present discussion makes use of mathematical results regarding the convergence -to ''stable'' limiting distributions [18] [19] [20] , also known as Lévy processes (e.g., [21] ) -of the distributions of sums of variables. The results are expected to have practical application in the extrapolation process outlined in [9] .
The theory begins with continuum expressions simplified by the definitions w W=k B T, f F=k B T, and f n F n =k B T. First, in terms of the probability density w of work values, which is normalized by R dw w w 1, the free energy is given by the continuum analog of (1),
The finite-data average free energy, following (2), must apply the logarithm before the average of the n Boltzmann factors, and one has
To consider the n ! 1 asymptotics, we introduce a change of variables, motivated by the central and related limit theorems [18, 20] 
where b 1 is a constant and 2 is an exponent characterizing the distribution of the variable e ÿw . The finitedata free energy difference can now be written
where c expÿf=b 1 , a ÿ 1= < 1=2, and n is the probability density of the variable y. The requirement that F be finite in (5) further implies > 1, a > 0.
To continue, we must call upon some mathematical results regarding the approach, with increasing n, to general stable limit distributions (of which the Gaussian, for 2, is the best known [18, 20] ). More precisely, the sum of any set of random variables, suitably normalized as in (7), has a distribution with zero mean which may be expressed as a stable distribution function multiplied by a large-n asymptotic expansion [18, 22] .
To illustrate the case of a Gaussian limit ( 2), assume the variable e ÿw possesses finite ''Boltzmann moments'' (a mean e ÿf , variance 2 , and third moment 3 ) not to be confused with the moments of the distribution of w. The finite-n corrections to the central limit theorem indicate that the variable y P n e ÿw i ÿ n = n p [cf. (7)] is distributed according to [18] n y G u; 11 1 y= n p 2 y=n ; (9) for large n, where the remaining terms are higher integer powers of 1= n p and the Gaussian density is G y; expÿy 2 =2 2 = 2 p . The i depend on the original distribution of e ÿw ; for instance, 1 y 3 =6 3 y 3 ÿ 3y [18] . Moreover, the functions are odd or even according to whether i is odd or even, in this 2 case. See [16] for details.
One arrives at the explicit form of the finite-datacorrected free energy for the case of finite 2 and 3 by substituting (9) [12] . Figure 1 illustrates the behavior of the finite-data free energy for a Gaussian distribution of work values, based on numerical block averages (2) and the asymptotic behavior given in (10) . Although the leading term in f n ÿ f is linear in 1=n, the leading coefficients are exponential in the square of the distribution's width. The asymptotic expressions (10) thus represent viable approximations for only a very small window about 1=n 0 for large widths. Figure 1 shows that such behavior is easily mistaken for nonanalytic (e.g., power-law) behavior.
An exactly solvable case occurs when the Boltzmann factor e ÿw z is distributed according to a gamma distribution, namely,
Because this density is ''infinitely divisible'' [18] the required sums (3) also follow gamma distributions, and after performing the integration in (8) one finds f n n; b; q logn=b ÿ nq; (12) where the digamma function is defined by x d=dxÿx. The exact solution is illustrated in Fig. 2 for b 10, q 2. When asymmetry is added to a Gaussian distribution via the first Edgeworth correction [see (9) and, e.g., [18] ], one finds that the exponential dependence of the ' i on w is corrected only linearly by the now nonzero third moment of the W distribution.
Fundamentally different behavior occurs when the variable e ÿw z in (7) possesses a long-tailed distribution z : the limiting distribution is not a Gaussian and the results (9) and (10) no longer hold. In particular, if one of the tails of z z decays as z ÿ1 with < 2(implying an infinite Boltzmann variance, 2 ), then the distribution of the variable y in (7) approaches a non-Gaussian stable law for large n [20] . Note that such power-law behavior in z corresponds to simple exponential decay in the work distribution. Further, because the mean of e ÿw must be finite for F to exist [recall (5)], we also have > 1. Unfortunately, no explicit forms for stable distributions are known in the range 1 < < 2 [20] .
A long-tailed z distribution z 1 also alters the form of the asymptotic expansion of the sum-variable y distribution and, hence, the expansion of f n . Instead of (9), we now have [22] n y y
where is the appropriate stable probability density with exponent . The functions uv , which are not available analytically, depend on the original distribution of e ÿw and partial derivatives of the stable distribution. The exponents are given by u; v u v=, and the summation P includes u 0 and v ÿdu=2e, where dxe denotes the integer part of x. Note that we have omitted an asymmetry parameter, 1, of the stable laws [20] which does not affect the form of the expansions. Development of the expansion of f n in the case of diverging Boltzmann moments will only be sketched here. The basic strategy is to ensure that coefficients of the powers of 1=n are rendered in terms of convergent (12) for the analytic form of F n =k B T when the work Boltzmann factor e ÿW=k B T is distributed according to a gamma distribution (11) . The bottom plot illustrates the universal asymptotic behavior (from several unrelated distributions of work values, W) of the finite-data free energy difference as a function of its fluctuations, 2 n ; see (17) and text. integrals. One finds
for n ! 1, where ' ÿ1 depends on and on the distribution 1 in a nontrivial way [16] . The fluctuations in the finite-data free energy, f n F n =k B T, as measured by the variance n of F n , are of considerable interest because of their potential to provide parameter-free extrapolative estimates of f 1 F=k B T [9] . Formally, the variance is given by
Techniques analogous to those used above yield asymptotic expansions for the fluctuations. In the case of finite Boltzmann moments, one finds
where the unsubscripted moments refer to the density z . Remarkably, comparison with ' 1 for (10) shows that
exactly, as n ! 1, and independent of any parameters of the distribution. This universal law, valid for the case when the second Boltzmann moment is finite, is illustrated in Fig. 2 . In the figure, the ''regulated power-law'' distribution is defined by rp z 0 =1 z 0 1 , and we set 0 2:5. Note that the relation between F n and its fluctuation seems to parallel that described by Meirovitch using qualitatively different estimates for F [23] . For diverging Boltzmann moments, see [16] .
In conclusion, we have presented the first general statistical theory describing the systematic inaccuracy inherent in free-energy-difference estimates based on a finite amount of data (N work values). Our focus has been on the large-N asymptotic behavior, and we have not considered the independent problem of conformational sampling in this work. Two cases were formally identified, distinguished by whether the second moment of the distribution of Boltzmann factors of the required work values is finite. The asymptotic behavior was discussed for both cases, and, for the finite-second-Boltzmannmoment case, an exact solution and a universal law were presented. Important future work includes the application of the theory outlined here to more robust techniques for extrapolating to F F 1 from a sequence of F n values, building on the initial implementation in [9] which suggested that dramatic increases in computational efficiency may be possible. The analysis and extrapolation of F n data in the case of temperature variation [4] should also prove fruitful.
Finally, as will be emphasized in forthcoming work [16] , the analysis presented here applies to a broad class of nonlinear computations beyond that for the free energy.
